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Tired of looking at the tiny maps included in the back of your Bible and still not understanding an

ancient city's location? Most study Bibles provide maps showing only the position of cities during

biblical times in super small print, making your study efforts frustrating, time consuming, and

incomplete.Rose Publishing's Then and Now Bible Map Insert provides clear plastic overlays,

making it easier than ever to see where biblical places were 3000 years ago and where they are

today.Knowing the whereabouts of ancient cities and their distance from modern-day locations

remains an essential part of any Bible study. The Then and Now Bible Map Insert enables you to

conveniently place over 22 full-color maps within your Bible to reference throughout your Bible

study.Then and Now Bible Maps Insert includes 44 pages with 8 clear plastic overlays; 22 full color

maps; larger print; every major city in the Bible; separate maps for each of Paul's journeys; a Bible

time line; and an index. 5.5 x 7.75 inches (ultra-thin).With this insert, you will easily find out

fascinating facts, such as â€¢ The ruins of Nineveh are in Northern Iraq near Mosul in Kurdish

areas.â€¢ The wise men were probably from Iran or Saudi Arabia.â€¢ Queen Esther's throne was

less than 300 miles northeast of Kuwait City.Then and Now Bible Maps Insert features:â€¢ Middle

East: Then & Now mapsâ€¢ Old Testament Time Lineâ€¢ Abraham's Journeysâ€¢ Journeys of Jacob

and Josephâ€¢ Families of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacobâ€¢ The Exodus: Then & Now mapsâ€¢

Judges and Prophets of Israelâ€¢ Holy Land-Twelve Tribes: Then & Now mapsâ€¢ The Cycle

Pattern in Judgesâ€¢ Holy Land-United Kingdom: Then & Now mapsâ€¢ The Tabernacleâ€¢ Holy

Land-Divided Kingdom: Then & Now mapsâ€¢ Assyrian Empire: Then & Now mapsâ€¢ Babylonian

Empire mapâ€¢ Persian Empire mapsâ€¢ New Testament Time Lineâ€¢ Jerusalem mapâ€¢ Holy

Land-New Testament: Then & Now mapsâ€¢ Paul's Travels and Missionary Journeys mapsâ€¢

Paul's Journey to Romeâ€¢ IndexCompared to other products on the market, Rose's Bible Map

Insert offers â€¢ MORE full-color mapsâ€¢ MORE clear plastic overlaysâ€¢ LARGER font sizeNow,

you will know where Bible places are today and will discover how Location, Location, Location

matters within the Bible with Rose Publishing's Then and Now Bible Map Insert.9 Ways Rose

Publishing's Then and Now Bible Map Insert is better than Sonlight's1. Rose has 22 maps; Sonlight

has 13 maps.2. All 22 of Rose's maps are full color; Sonlight has only 4 color maps.3. Rose has 44

pages; Sonlight has 40 pages.4. Rose has larger 8-10 point type; Sonlight's type is 5-6 point.5.

Rose has 8 clear plastic overlays; Sonlight has only 4.6. Rose has Scripture references for each

person and event on the time lines; Sonlight does not.7. Rose has a 6-page Bible time line; Sonlight

has a 4-page time line8. Rose has specific maps for the journeys of Abraham, Jacob, and Joseph;

Sonlight does not.9. Rose has individual maps for each of Paul's journeys; Sonlight does not.
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The index to Bible towns & locales gives the map number to look at, but offers no X,Y coordinates.

Example: if you want to locate the village named Dan, the index gives you the map number but it

doesn't tell you that Dan is located in the far-north area of that map. You have to search it out

yourself. My other map books DO give coordinates. On the plus side -- in addition to a goodly

number of maps, there are several charts & tables that provide a ready-reference to useful info

about the Bible.

This Bible insert shows you the names of the land in Bible times and then a page is placed over it

and it shows what the land is called now. EXCELLENT resource for studying the Bible and seeing

the past and present lands come to life.I ordered more for gifts to my friends too!! Too great not to

share and a must have for everyone who loves to read and learn more about our changing world

and the beautiful Word of God. My order arrived quickly and was well packaged.Cannot say enough

for my  service and sellers. Excellence abounds. Thank you

Handy, skinny, timelines, overlays, routes. Almost waterproof and drop-proof. (I've tested that out!)

It completely skips the inter-testament period. Good for quick reference, not for detailed study.

Pros: I love the maps and the see-through plastic maps that go over the other. The maps are very

detailed and allows you to have a much clearer understanding of where the Bible characters were



and what those places are today.Con: It is not as thin as they let on. I have a trifold Bible cover that I

use but to slip it into the back of your Bible, neh, I would say it would definitely fall out a lot.

These are so very interesting and easy to read! In studying the Bible and looking at the maps in the

back I have often wondered what each different region has become in the present day and this very

compact book makes that very clear! It is truly fascinating and a wonderful idea!

This is a wonderful item for anybody that is really interested in Bible History andbeing able to

comprehend more about context and culture as they study the scriptures.It is so convenient to have

on hand When you need it. Thank you Rose Publishing for agreat product.

This book is what it is presented to be. It is helpful and informative. .It is 44 pages, but thin enough

to fit into the cover of your bible without a bulge.

I wasn't sure about an atlas that one put in the back of their bible. But when I received THIS atlas, I

was impressed. What a clever way of including then and now maps - with overlays. I've seen this

before but never in a bible atlas. It is an excellent way to tell the differences of names, and

movement of peoples over time. The maps are well printed, nice thick strong paper, well laid out

chronologically in full color. I couldn't be happier with an atlas I can take everywhere I take my bible.

Very practical. Thank you!
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